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Opening of cube berlin:  
Europe’s Next Generation Smart Office 

 
 
Copenhagen, Denmark – CA Immo, client of Danish architecture firm 3XN, announced yesterday the opening 
of cube berlin. This sculptural, iconic building features pioneering smart office technologies, and is situated in 
the heart of Berlin on the historically significant site, Washingtonplatz. As one of Berlin’s new emerging public 
spaces, this site provides the ideal setting for this new landmark that showcases latest advances in 
sustainability, design, digitization, and comfort. cube berlin is an integral part of the Europacity masterplan - an 
emerging urban district surrounding the Berlin main train station.  
 
“We are honoured to share our design philosophy in such an important location,” says Kim Herforth Nielsen, 
Founder and Creative Director of 3XN. “With cube berlin, we suggest that a new architectural path for 
commercial architecture is possible. An office building can actually look like a piece of art – and this is a notion 

http://intranet.3xn.dk/dotnet/application/infobase/getfile.aspx?parm=7A41666F696F5A56625036737768797A723876615757664B4F316F53313249522B3743557856654C5867776D692F64426741754D45354D434B33662F6E2B517148346C7044654D3139704A626976616C7A5351305846385577364B6C4263334B6D7A4252706E4666486A5857502F6831364D614433586E2B4E584E7039316C784273584F5A57366868676D4A6A6A575242552F7233565155773558625061794A61387A2F2B753148744944786C4348547851576849513D3D&web=1
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that we knew was important for a city like Berlin. This project also creates new moments of interaction with 
the city. We can already see that pedestrians are attracted to the cube; they enjoy catching their reflections in 
the glass. At the same time, cube berlin showcases the smartest building advances in Germany. In combining 
cutting edge design with user comfort, we want to show that healthy, productive places to work can also be 
sustainable.” 
 
Torben Østergaard, 3XN Partner in Charge of the project continues, “When we began the design process, our 
ambition was to create a building that would contribute to the animation of the square. We wanted to engage 
by-passers while providing top notch office spaces. We also wanted this project to offer new value to the Berlin 
skyline, while exploring new ways for buildings to interact with their surroundings. Given the conditions of the 
location, we proposed a sculpted design approach that would reflect the site’s scale and honour its character 
as an important public space.  
 
The resulting design provides outside terraces at all levels, which are integrated in the façade. The triangulated 
relief of the façade is emphasised via reflective glazing, which invites street-level viewers to experience their 
city in unexpected - almost kaleidoscopic - ways. In the end, cube berlin presents an interesting paradox: it is a 
wildly complex sculpture disguised as a highly streamlined iteration.” 
 
Program Highlights 
cube berlin offers 10 floors of flexible, multi-tenant office space; a ground-level food market and office lobby; 
underground parking & plant rooms, a rooftop terrace; and optional conference areas. In total, cube berlin 
spans 19.500 m² of highly flexible, modular above-ground space. 
 
When commercial tenants begin building occupation in March 2020, they will enjoy such features as floor to 
ceiling windows offering stunning vistas of Berlin landmarks including Tiergarten, Kanzleramt, Reichstag; 
abundant natural daylight; natural ventilation via opening windows; external solar shading; and outdoor 
terraces on all floors. Outside, cube berlin presents unprecedented opportunities for pedestrian activation in 
and around this highly dense, urban site – created by plazas and gathering spaces surrounding the building. 
 
 
Thoughtful, Sculptural Design  
cube berlin is designed to be a catalyst for social experiences – both inside and out. Therefore, the design aims 
to animate the prominent urban location and engage in a dialogue with the site’s busy square. All four facades 
support interaction between the building occupants and the surrounding environment, deliberately creating a 
subtle boundary between indoor and outdoor spaces. 
 
cube berlin also reinterprets the idea of the cube, due to reflective glazing that mirrors both the adjacent 
nature and skyline. While the defining geometry of the structure maintains a true cubical volume measuring 
42.5 meters in all directions, 3XN has created deliberate geometric transformations that create a prismatic 
pattern of triangular surface reliefs.   
 
Segments of the façade are pushed inward in order to create outdoor terraces at all levels. The roof is 
envisioned as a “fifth façade” and completes the concept of the cube. A vast rooftop terrace serves as a 
common space for tenants and can be used as a breakout or event space. Surrounding Berlin landmarks are 
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reflected in all angles of the façade, allowing this landmark structure to shed a dynamic new light on its 
surroundings, both day and night.  
 
Inside, cube berlin is designed to cater to future demands for flexible office layouts and can accommodate 
shifting structural needs. The floors are arranged around a central core and can be divided into a mixture of 
separate units or connected via internal atria. 3XN’s design encourages communication and social activity 
through dynamic workplace constellations available in a wide range of sizes. 
  
Digital “Brain”  
cube berlin is a next generation smart building that sets new standards for the integration of intelligent digital 
user interfaces. Users are invited to interact with the building through a “bring your own device” approach. 
This is achieved via an app that drives sustainable behaviour and increases energy efficiency while reducing 
unnecessary operational costs and maintenance irregularities.  
 
In this way, users can interact with their workspaces in unprecedented ways. Smart features allow tenants to 
customize and control such features as: access control, indoor heating and cooling, maintenance, energy 
supply, room and parking reservations, charging of electric cars / bicycles, and more. 
 
Building operational information is stored in a large “digital brain” server that connects the individual 
intelligent systems of cube berlin. Energy flow and consumption are monitored and maximized, resulting in a 
building that is both self-learning and highly efficient. In this way, the building and its users enter into an 
interplay where both are learning from each other. The building learns to adjust to the preferences of its users, 
while the users can control and adapt the building’s settings according to their desires and needs. 
 
Energy Efficient Glazed Façade  
Contrary to conventional wisdom, the fully glazed façade of cube berlin is highly energy efficient due to its 
osmotic skin and thoughtful design that includes a pioneering application of solar coatings on the outer skin of 
the double façade. This, in addition to a suite of technical solutions that include energy capture from heat, 
allow cube berlin to perform as a highly energy effective fully glazed building.  
 
Architecturally, cube berlin’s fully glazed façade provides a dramatic commentary on the Berlin cityscape, while 
the technical performance of the material allows for an energy performance and control that will allow the 
building to pursue a DNGB Gold certification.  
 
Project Team: 
 
Architect Souterrain: Maedebach & Redeleit Architekten, Berlin 
Structural Engineers: Remmel + Sattler Ingenieurgesellschaft, Frankfurt/Berlin 
Façade Engineering: DS-Plan, Stuttgart  
Façade Maintenance Consultant: TAW Weisse, Hamburg 
Digitalisation: CA Immo, Thing-it and Drees & Sommer 
Fire Engineering: hhpberlin, Berlin 
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Mechanical & Electrical Engineers: DS-Plan, Berlin, Frankfurt 
Project Images: Please click here. Photo credit: Adam Mørk. 
 
About 3XN: 
  
Award-winning Danish architectural firm 3XN offers more than three decades of experience in designing and 
building innovative and human-focused architecture. Founded in 1986, the firm quickly became known for 
creating buildings of substance with compelling aesthetics supported by a strong theoretical foundation. The 
firm advances Scandinavian traditions of clarity and generosity in architecture and translates them for a global 
audience. 3XN projects are grounded in ongoing research into how buildings reflect and influence human 
behavior and the environment. This results in innovative solutions to increasingly complex contemporary 
challenges.  
 
Among the firm’s most high-profile projects are Olympic House - the International Olympic Committee (IOC) 
headquarters in Lausanne (Switzerland); the new Fish Market and Quay Quarter Tower in Sydney (Australia); 
and Royal Arena and The Blue Planet National Aquarium in Copenhagen (Denmark). Headquartered in 
Copenhagen, 3XN also maintains offices in Stockholm, New York, and Sydney. 
 
GXN is the innovation unit of 3XN specializing in circular design, behavior design and digital design. The mission 
is to collect and apply the latest knowledge on materials, sustainability, behavior, and new technologies to the 
studio’s architecture. www.3xn.com 
 
 
For more information, please contact: 
Lisa Christensen, Director of Public Relations  
3XN A/S (Copenhagen Headquarters) 
Email: lch@3xn.dk  
Mobile: (+45) 2326 9439   
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